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The 65 th Birthday of Professor Roman Leboda

Professor Roman Leboda was born on July 22, 1943 in Kaliszany in Lublin
district. All his life, education, scientific degrees and carrier were linked to the
Maria Curie-Skłodowska University (MCSU): Master in Chemistry (Faculty of
Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry, 1967); PhD in Chemistry (1974);
habilitated Doctor of Science (1981); Professor (1989), and positions: Assistant
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(1967–1974); Tutor (1975–1981), Assistant Professor (1981–1989), and
Professor (1989).
Professor Leboda is a member of Polish Chemical Society and International
Adsorption Society.Professor Leboda when he was a young scientist worked in
Germany (J. Gutenberg University, 1982–1983).
He focused his scientific interests on physical chemistry, chromatography,
surface chemistry, adsorption, analytical chemistry, waste materials, preparation
of carbon and carbon-mineral adsorbents - surface properties, modification and
applications of the materials; analysis of trace substances in air, water and soil
by chromatographic methods; new materials preparation.
Professor Leboda has long-term scientific cooperation with a lot of
investigators not only from Poland but also from other countries (USA, UK,
France, China, Germany, Ukraine, Russia). This cooperation results in hundreds
of joint papers in international journals, books and international conference
presentations devoted to carbon, carbon-mineral, oxide and other materials,
interfacial and adsorption phenomena. He was one of the first scientists in the
world who developed hybrid carbon-mineral materials as new class materials
interesting for many applications as adsorbents, catalysts, fillers, carriers, etc.
These hybrid materials as well as oxide, polymer and other materials were
studied by Professor Leboda and his co-workers in different media on adsorption
of gaseous and liquid compounds, metal ions, polymers, etc. using a variety of
experimental methods such as chromatography, adsorption, FTIR, XRD, NMR,
TG/DTA, DSC, DLS, potentiometric titration, AFM, TEM, SEM, reaction
kinetics, breakthrough dynamics. Many efforts were given by him to analyze the
environment protection problems and utilization of waste materials that was
reflected in books published by Professor Leboda and co-workers. He had many
students and PhD students working now in different institutions in Poland and
other countries.
Professor Leboda is the author of about 400 papers, 2 books, 32 patents, more
than 300 presentations on conferences in Poland and many other countries in
Europe, America, and Asia. Professor Leboda had many International (NATO,
EC Framework Programme) and Polish (KBN) scientific grants. He was
a winner of the prestige prize of the Foundation for Polish Science (the Subsidy
of Proffessor’s Programme – now “Master”). In the range of this programme he
realized the project entitled: “Preparation of new adsorbents and studies of their
physico-chemical properties with respect to optimization of adsorption and
analysis of substances hazardous for human health and life”.
One of the main priority directions in Professor Leboda’s actions is all-side
development of Polish-Ukrainian cooperation. In the period of the communism
regime, he could find possibility to support Ukrainian scientists, undergoing the
Government pressure, to go to Western countries. After the formation of Ukraine
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as an independent country, he promoted cooperation between scientists of two
countries, especially between MCSU and universities and institutes from Kiev,
Lviv, Ivano-Frankovsk, and many Ukrainian scientists could work at his Lab.
Professor Leboda initiated the organization of regular Polish-Ukrainian seminars
and symposia, and more than ten such symposia were organized during last two
decades. Several young PhD students from Ukraine received grants for their
work at Professor Leboda’s Lab or at other Departments at the MCSU, where
they defended the thesis.
Professor Leboda’s academic teaching at MCSU has comprised lectures,
seminars and laboratory classes in physical chemistry, analytical chemistry and
chromatography for students of chemistry. Over 150 students obtained M.Sc.
degree in chemistry under his supervision. He was the supervisor of 12 doctoral
candidates, all of whom completed their thesis.
Professor Leboda as a very many-side person has a talent not only in
chemistry but also in music performance, yacht governing, wine preparation,
culinary, etc. A music hobby and collection of information about piano
instruments in Poland plays a very important role in his life. His is a skilled
musician playing classic and modern music, and many years ago he was
a member of music collective. He had many trips around all Poland during many
years to look for old pianos produced by known firms. He collected the
corresponding information which was enough to write a fundamental book about
high-level piano instruments in Poland. He likes to play classic and modern
music in a very impressive manner by using his piano instruments at home.
During many years Professor Leboda had yacht trips on Mazury lakes during
the beginning of summer when the weather is not worm there. He has
a certificate to govern a yacht. These trips allowed him to be close to the wild
nature of North-Eastern Poland with old forests, cool lakes, and a lot of wild
birds.
For his achievements as a scientist and as an academic teacher, Professor
Leboda has been honored with many awards of the MCSU Rector, a few prizes
of the Minister of National Education and Sport, the Golden Cross of Merits,
Bachelor’s Cross of Polish Revival Order, Honorary Award for Contribution to
Inventiveness, Medal of National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Diploma of
Academy of Sciences of USSR. He is a member of Academy of Technological
Sciences of Ukraine.
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